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This thesis describes an approach for object recognition using the chordiogram shape-

based descriptor. Global shape representations are highly susceptible to clutter generated due 

to the background or other irrelevant objects in real-world images. To overcome the problem, 

we aim to extract precise object shape using superpixel segmentation, perceptual grouping, and 

connected components. The employed shape descriptor chordiogram is based on geometric 

relationships of chords generated from the pairs of boundary points of an object. The 

chordiogram descrip-tor applies holistic properties of the shape and also proven suitable for 

object detection and digit recognition mechanisms. Additionally, it is translation invariant and 

robust to shape deformations. In spite of such excellent properties, chordiogram is not scale-

invariant. To this end, we propose scale invariant chordiogram descriptors and intend to achieve 

a similar performance before and af-ter applying scale invariance. Our experiments show that we 

achieve similar performance with and without scale invariance for silhouettes and real world 

object images. We also show experiments at different scales to confirm that we obtain scale 

invariance for chordiogram.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Motivation

A complete understanding of an image and having precise information of the objects in an

image is very critical. This research was originally motivated by a specific problem from the area

of content-based image retrieval. Since then, many applications have been identified. Consider

self-driving cars, an application of object detection, where it is imperative to identify objects such

as the other cars, people crossing the street, signs, signals and many more. A car that is a hundred

feet away is less likely to be a problem when compared to a car that is ten feet away. Similarly,

it is crucial to recognize where the person is walking - the walkway or is crossing the street.

Thus, it is necessary to not only classify images accurately, but also to precisely estimate the

location of objects present in the images. This is known as object detection and is an important,

yet challenging computer vision problem. Other applications include image search, robotics, image

auto-annotation, scene understanding, etc. Recently, Microsoft launched an application that aims

to help a visually impaired person identify surrounding objects. The person takes pictures of

the surroundings using a camera mounted on his or her glasses. The application processes these

pictures and describes to the person, the objects in the surroundings. For instance, while walking

on the road if that person comes across an obstacle, say a tree, then the application will inform the

person. Even with this wide applicability of object detection, it is still an open problem as there

are tons of images and countless number of object classes. Additionally, each image can have

hundreds of objects which further increase the complexity of this task.

Over the past years, various object detection approaches ranging from texture and local

descriptors to global descriptors and object shape features have been explored. Even though local

features based on image gradients and texture information perform well on certain object types,

many other object classes are challenging to model using such descriptors. For objects with a

peculiar shape, local texture features may not be helpful. In such cases, shape properties provide

strong features and hence in this work we study and employ global shape properties.
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The shape of an object is the set of contours that describe the boundary of that object. Gra-

dient and texture-based methods capture local properties whereas shape captures global properties

and represents an object as a whole. Thus, many global representations such as curvature scale

space, Fourier contour descriptors, Zernike moments, etc., have been proposed [38]. But these

methods are susceptible to noise due to illusory internal or background contours and hence these

methods are not suitable for real scenes. To alleviate problems arising from noise, some structural

theories for object perceptions were introduced. Structuralism has inspired many approaches such

as generalized cylinders [26, 7], recognition by components theory [6], and superquadrics [30].

Even though above approaches appear promising, they have not found wide applicability because

these assume that shape primitives can be extracted from images. However, in practical scenarios,

it is hard to obtain good primitives and also searching the correct shape is not tractable [21].

To overcome the above problems, several approaches of local and semi-local descriptors

have been proposed, such as shape context [5]. According to these techniques, an object can

be decomposed and described as arrangements of tiny parts. These methods capture part of the

object’s shape and also attach additional global descriptions. These methods alleviate the problem

of clutter scenes but diverge from the concept of holism.

Our work is motivated by the shape descriptor proposed by Toshev et al. [36]. Their

method complies with the Gestalt principles that shape should be perceived as a whole and pro-

poses a holistic shape boundary based object representation. They present the boundary structure

segmentation model to recognize and segment the object simultaneously. This model selects the

desired foreground region such that the shape of the region resembles the shape of the object, and it

also represents a coherent region distinct from the background. They introduce a global boundary-

based representation named chordiogram. This descriptor captures all geometric relationships such

as slope, length, etc. between the pairs of boundary points connected by a chord. This descriptor

also captures the boundary structure of a segmented object and also the position of the interior

relative to the boundary. In addition to that, the chordiogram is translation invariant and robust to

shape deformations. It is also used for handwritten digit classification [9].
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1.2. Aim and Objective

In spite of such excellent properties, the chordiogram is not scale and rotation invariant.

Scale invariance is imperative for object detection as objects can come in different sizes in the real

world images. This work aims to overcome the first problem of scale invariance for chordiogram

descriptors. We intend to achieve the similar performance using scale invariance as would be the

case without it. We also examine whether we get similar performance after varying the size of

the input image. We also desire to show the comparison of the performance with and without

scale variance mechanism under various input sizes. To apply the chordiogram descriptor, first,

we must segment the object from the background. We aim to extract the shape of the objects from

images using superpixel segmentation and connected components. This is in contrast to an integer

programming approach that is now the norm.

1.3. Challenges

Even though our approach solves the problem of scale invariance, we find it difficult to

segment object shape which has similar color and texture as the background. Moreover, in some

images, we get the partial shape of the object. In such cases, it becomes difficult to locate the

whole object. In some cases, boundaries are merged for two or more objects with similar color,

texture and also located spatially close to each other. In such instances, it is difficult to retrieve the

original shape of the desired objects. Figure 1.1 shows some such challenges from the datasets.

In these examples, we can see that background color and texture is similar to foreground objects.

The other example shows that two objects with similar color and structure that are near each other.

Thus, it is difficult to retrieve accurate object shapes.

1.4. Contribution

We propose an approach to achieve the scale invariance property for the chordiogram de-

scriptor. The result of this approach provides the location of the desired object given a shape. The

contributions are given as follows:

• Shape descriptor: We apply the chordiogram shape descriptor to extract shape features.

Our version of the descriptor is translation invariant and robust to shape deformations.
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FIGURE 1.1. Challenging images to locate desired objects.

Moreover, chordiograms can be theoretically related to correspondence estimation tech-

niques and thus to other conventional shape matching approaches.

• Scale invariance: Even though chordiogram is translation invariant, it is not scale-invariant.

Our approach alleviates the problem. We show empirically on a ETHZ and MPEG-7

shape dataset [16, 18, 32, 24] that we achieve similar performance before and after the

application of the scale invariance approach.

• Figure Segmentation: We use superpixel segmentation and applied perceptual grouping

to get the shape of the object. The perceptual grouping component which is defined

regarding configured salient contours, color and texture coherence, and small perimeter

prior, ensures that the definite shape is extracted. Superpixel segmentation and perceptual

grouping exclude the irrelevant image contours which assist in obtaining correct object
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detection even in cluttered images. Unlike previous works [36], we first extract shape of

the object using superpixel segmentation, perceptual grouping and connected components

and then perform object detection using chordiogram.

1.5. Thesis Organization

Following is the organization of this thesis: We summarize state-of-the-art approaches to

object detection and segmentation and discuss existing related work in Chapter 2. Then, we de-

scribe the proposed approach in detail in Chapter 3. We present our datasets, experiments and

discuss our results in Chapter 4. Finally, we conclude this research in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We review here existing work related to proposed method and provide insight to the current

state of the practice.

Recently, Toshev et al. [36] proposed the chordiogram descriptor to shapes based on the

geometry of their boundaries. The authors applied this in object segmentation and detection in

images. The chordiogram is claimed to be robust to shape deformations. Hence, G. Bull, and J.

Gao [10] used chordiograms for classification of hand-written digits. The authors investigate the

usefulness of chordiograms for representing shapes. In particular, they evaluate the effectiveness

of chordiogram descriptors for handwritten digit classification.

Chordiogram descriptors are based on holistic representations, and initially, global transfor-

mation of the input shape was the basis for a definition of holistic representation. Some examples

are Fourier coefficients of a contour distance function and Zernike moments approaches [38]. An-

other holistic shape representation was the Medial Axis Transform by Blum which is defined as

the set of centers of maximally inscribed circles in a closed shape [8]. This set is considered to be

a skeleton which is computed globally and exhibits geometrical and topological properties. On the

basis of ways to capture these properties, the medial axis drove the development of Shocks graphs

[22, 35, 33, 37] and M-reps in medical imaging [31]. To overcome the uncertainty of the medial

axis to small boundary changes, Gorelick and Basri proposed a more robust transform based on

the Poisson equation [20]. Recently, Zhu et al. proposed a holistic shape matching approach [39].

In the approach, relevant object contours are selected while matching Shape Contexts [5].

Naive models which do not capture relationships between all pairs of shape parts deviates

from the concept of holism. Such methods consider a shape as a linearly ordered point set unlike

the random point sets of the chordiogram. Lu et al. explore particle filtering search for a set of

object contours [25]. Felzenszwalb and Schwartz aimed a hierarchical representation by decom-

posing a contour into a tree of sub-contours [15]. Another shape-based recognition constructed
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contour network and searched for a chain of contours which is the best match to model shape [19].

The chordiogram considers chords as shape parts. Another approach is to use segment

contours as shape parts. A descriptor which is formed by groups of adjacent contours was used

for recognition in combination with a SVM classifier [17]. Opelt et al. and Shotton et al. also

explored boundary segments which are scored by a classifier and geometrically related to a center

of the object [28, 34].

Chordiogram descriptors capture relationships among chords in a statistical fashion. A

widely used descriptor called Shape Context also captures semi-local distributions of edges [5].

Moreover, Osada et al. used histograms of geometric properties of a set of points for 3D model

matching [29]. These histograms are distributions of a shape function, where these functions

represent a property of a set of points. Similarly, geometric hashing is applied to define geometric

properties and topological properties at a global scale [23, 11].

Chordiogram descriptors have proven to be good descriptors in previous work related to ob-

ject detection and digit recognition. Toshev et al. stated that the descriptor is translation invariant;

however, it is not scale-invariant [36].

Thus, in this thesis, we propose an approach to make chordiogram scale-invariant descrip-

tor, thus more general.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS

3.1. Overall Architecture

Figure 3.1 shows overall flow of the system. In the proposed approach, we have a database

of images and the model image (shape) is the input to the system. First, we process each image in

the database by applying superpixel segmentation on each image. Then, we compute the affinity

matrix for the superpixels and merge these superpixels to get the object boundary. We describe this

boundary using the chordiogram descriptor and make this descriptor scale invariant. Finally, we

compute object similarity between the model shape and object shapes obtained from the image. If

the closest match is above a threshold, the object is detected.

3.2. Object Discrimination

3.2.1. Superpixel Segmentation

What is a Superpixel? A superpixel can be defined as group of pixels that have similar

characteristics such as color, texture etc. Superpixels carry perceptual and semantic information.

We chose superpixel segmentation over other segmentation techniques because superpixels have

the desirable properties missing in the current state of practice as described by [36]. That practice

is to perform edge detection over the image and assign, arbitrarily, ±1 to region separated by

boundaries. Integer programming is used to identify region groups composing an object. The

desirable properties of the superpixel approach are:

• Computational efficiency: It reduces the complexity of the images from many pixels to a

few superpixels.

• Representational efficiency: Consider if we construct a graph using pixels as nodes, this

will lead to a very large representation. However, constructing a graph with superpixels

is more efficient.

• Perceptual meaningfulness: A single pixel carries very little perceptual grouping whereas

pixels belonging to a superpixel share common property such as color or texture.
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Start

Input model image

Process image I from the database I-DB

Apply Superpixel Segmentation

Compute Superpixel Affinity and Merge Superpixels

Obtain object shape

Compute Chordiogram Descriptor for each shape

Perform Scale invariance operation on Chordiogram Descriptor

Compute object similarity

Find object in image I

Next Image?

End

Yes

No

FIGURE 3.1. Flow Diagram of Our Approach.

• Over-segmentation: Should a superpixel results in over-segmentation, most important

boundaries in image are still preserved.
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There are many algorithms available to compute superpixels. We use the Sticky Edge

Adhesive Superpixels [13, 14, 40] method to detect superpixels. This method computes a high

quality superpixel that sticks to the edges. This method uses an iterative approach influenced by

both popular superpixel segmentation algorithms: Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) [3]

and Superpixels Extracted via Energy-Driven Sampling (SEEDS) [12].

SLIC generates superpixels by clustering pixels based on the color similarity and prox-

imity in the image plane. This algorithm performs K-means clustering in the 5D space of color

information and pixel location. SLIC uses the L*a*b* color space as it is perceptually uniform

for small color distances. First, it samples K regularly spaced cluster centers. Then, each pixel in

the image belongs to the nearest cluster center whose search area overlaps with this pixel. After

assigning all pixels to nearest cluster center, these centers are updated by computing an average

over the 5D vector of all pixels assigned to the cluster.

SEEDS uses an efficient hill-climbing algorithm to optimize the superpixels’ energy func-

tion which is based on color histograms and an optional boundary term. The energy function

encourages formation of superpixels having the same color. If the boundary term is considered,

then this algorithm ensures that superpixels have smooth boundaries and are of similar shape.

Figure 3.2 shows superpixel segmentation obtained by Sticky Edge Adhesive algorithm.

As can be seen from the figure, pixels depicting same color and texture are grouped together. By

using superpixel segmentation we obtain over-segmentation. In order to get the object boundary,

we have to group similar superpixels together. Section 3.2.2 provides details about the grouping.

3.2.2. Superpixel Affinity

In this section, we describe how to compute superpixel affinity to group similar superpixels.

We compute anm×m affinity matrixAwhereA(Si, Sj) represents the affinity between superpixels

Si and Sj . Each element in A contains a value between [0, 1]. Only affinities between spatially

nearby superpixels are computed and the rest are set to 0. Output of the structured edge detector is

used to compute affinity between superpixels. A structured edge detector uses a decision forest to

predict a patch of edge pixels. The aggregation of these pixels across the image gives the final edge

map. The resulting affinity captures superpixel similarity [13, 14, 40]. Using the affinity matrix A,
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FIGURE 3.2. Superpixel segmentation examples

the edge map is generated by setting the edge strength between adjacent superpixels to one minus

the affinity between them. This helps us to retrieve an accurate object shape. From the superpixel

edge map, the ultrametric contour map (UCM) is computed. The UCM edge map produces closed

contours for any threshold [4]. Figure 3.3 shows the UCM edge map.

To compare shape of the object with the model shape, we have to separate the shape of

each object from UCM. The following section describes the approach.

3.2.3. Object Shape Extraction

In this section we describe how we extract the shape of each object from a group of contours

present in the UCM of an image. We use connected components to separate all shapes from the

image. Connected components labeling scans an image and groups its pixels based on pixel con-

nectivity. These groups of pixels are called as connected components. All pixels from a connected

component share similar pixel intensities and are connected with each other in some manner. Once

all groups are determined, each pixel is labeled with its component index or color label. Connected

component labeling works on binary or grayscale images and different measures of connectivity
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FIGURE 3.3. UCM generated by grouping Superpixel using affinity matrix A

are possible. We use 8−Way connectivity for this task. | CC | gives the total number of connected

components. Figure 3.4 shows object shape extraction process.

Now we compare each object shape with a model shape using the chordiogram descriptor.

The chordiogram descriptor is described below.

3.3. Object Recognition

This section describes various components of object recognition module. As is described

the components are:

3.3.1. Chordiogram Descriptor

Toshev et al. [36] introduce the shape descriptor called a chordiogram. This descriptor is

based on holistic visual perception principles. It also captures the object boundary and the interior

of the object. This descriptor is invariant to certain rigid transformations and robust to shape

deformation.

Chordiogram is described as follows. Let B be the set of boundary points obtained from
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Input

CC1 CC2 CC3 CC4

Connected Components using 8-way Connectivity

FIGURE 3.4. Object shape separation.

object contour obtained in object shape separation section. A line between points p, q ∈ B is

referred to as chord. We consider chords between pairs of all points in B. C denotes the set of

chords. Total number of chords is given by | C |=
(|B|

2

)
. Following are the features that describes

the geometry of the chord.

• Length lpq and orientation φpq of the chord Cpq.

• Normalized normals θp and θq to the boundary point at p and q with respect to chord

orientation φpq: θp = θ′p − φpq and θq = θ′q − φpq, where θ′p and θ′q are normals at point p

and q.

Using above features, chord features can be described by the four-tuple:

fpq = (lpq, φpq, θp, θq) (1)
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Algorithm 1 Chordiogram descriptor generation
1: function GenChordiogramDesc(InputImage)
2: IsNormalize← 1 // IsNormalize is 1 to unable scale invariance, 0 otherwise.

3: I ← im2bw(InputImage) // Convert image binary.

4: E ← bwperim(I, 8) // Find perimeter of objects in binary image with 8-connected neighborhood.

5: nrows, ncols = size(E)
6: px idx← find(E = 1); // Pixel locations where value is 1.

7: X, Y ← CalculateNormal(px idx, nrows, ncols)
8: lengthFeatures, AngleFeatures,Normal p Features,Normal q Features

← CalculateChordigram(px idx,X, Y, nrows, ncols)
9: if IsNormalize = 1 then

10: lengthFeatures← NormalizeHistBySumAndArea(lengthFeatures(:, 1),
DISTANCE BIN SIZE)

11: AngleFeatures← NormalizeHistBySum(AngleFeatures(:, 1))
12: Normal p Features← NormalizeHistBySum(Normal p Features(:, 1))
13: Normal q Features← NormalizeHistBySum(Normal q Features(:, 1))
14: end if
15: return lengthFeatures, AngleFeatures,Normal p Features,Normal q Features.
16: end function

Algorithm 2 Normal at each boundary pixel
1: function CalculateNormal(px idx, nrows, ncols)
2: X ← zeros(nrows, ncols)
3: Y ← zeros(nrows, ncols)
4: I1← I(:)
5: F ← 1− I1 // calculate normal at each boundary pixel.

6: for all s ∈ size(px idx, 1) do
7: t← px idx(s)
8: if t < nrows+ 2 Or t > (nrows ∗ ncols)− nrows− 1 then
9: continue

10: end if
11: X(t)← −F (t+ nrows− 1)− F (t+ nrows)− F (t+ nrows+ 1)

+F (t− nrows− 1) + F (t− nrows) + F (t− nrows+ 1)
12: Y (t)← −F (t− nrows− 1)− F (t− 1)− F (t+ nrows− 1)

+F (t− nrows+ 1) + F (t+ 1) + F (t+ nrows+ 1)
13: end for
14: return X, Y .
15: end function

The features of all chords describes the shape of the object. Using these features, we cap-

ture all dependencies among boundary points and achieve holistic description. The chordiogram

descriptor can be described as a K − dimentional histogram of all chords computed by approxi-

14



Algorithm 3 Chordiogram feature generation
1: function CalculateChordigram(px idx,X, Y, nrows, ncols)
2: N DISTANCE BINS ← 4 // Number of length histogram bins.

3: N ANGLE BINS ← 10 // Number of angle histogram bins.

4: lengthFeatures← zeros(N DISTANC EBINS) // Initialize length histogram to 0.

5: AngleFeatures← zeros(N ANGLE BINS) // Initialize angle histogram to 0.

6: Normal p Features← zeros(N ANGLE BINS) // Initialize Normal p histogram to 0.

7: Normal q Features← zeros(N ANGLE BINS) // Initialize Normal q histogram to 0.

8: scale← sqrt(nrows2 + ncols2)
9: DISTANCE BIN SIZE ← scale/N DISTANCE BINS

10: ANGLE BIN SIZE ← 2 ∗ pi/N ANGLE BINS
11: for all p ∈ size(px idx, 1)− 1 do // calculate chordiogram using every pair of boundary pixels.

12: for all q ← p+ 1, size(px idx, 1) do
13: p idx← px idx(p)
14: q idx← px idx(q)
15: prow, pcol← ind2sub(nrows, ncols, p idx)
16: qrow, qcol← ind2sub(nrows, ncols, q idx)
17: v ← prow − qrow
18: h← pcol − qcol
19: loglen← sqrt(v2 + h2)
20: distance bin← floor(loglen/DISTANCE BIN SIZE) + 1
21: phi pq ← atan2(v, h)
22: if phi pq < 0 then
23: phi pq ← phi pq + 2 ∗ pi
24: end if
25: phi pq bin← floor(phi pq/ANGLE BIN SIZE) + 1
26: theta p← atan2(Y (p idx), X(p idx))− phi pq
27: while theta p < 0 do
28: theta p← theta p+ 2 ∗ pi
29: end while
30: theta p bin← floor(theta p/ANGLE BIN SIZE) + 1
31: theta q ← atan2(Y (q idx), X(q idx))− phi pq
32: while theta q < 0 do
33: theta q ← theta q + 2 ∗ pi
34: end while
35: theta q bin← floor(theta q/ANGLE BIN SIZE) + 1
36: lengthFeatures(distance bin)← lengthFeatures(distance bin) + 1
37: AngleFeatures(phi pq bin)← AngleFeatures(phi pq bin) + 1
38: Normal p Features(theta p bin)← Normal p Features(theta p bin) + 1
39: Normal q Features(theta q bin)← Normal q Features(theta q bin) + 1
40: end for
41: end for
42: return lengthFeatures, AngleFeatures,Normal p Features,Normal q Features.
43: end function
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FIGURE 3.5. Chord Features.

mating all features into bin. ith chordiogram element is given by:

chi(B) = #{Cpq|p, q ∈ B, fpq ∈ bin(i)} (2)

Figure 3.6 shows the chordiogram descriptor and the process associated with it. The length

lpq are binned in bl bin. We consider a parameter which determines whether length should be rep-

resented in log space. Log space allows larger shape deformation. Our experiments shows results

with both the settings. To determine the global descriptor, the bin width, w, for the length feature

is calculated using scale factor sf set to the length of the diagonal of the object mask obtained in

section 3.1.3. The remaining three angle features lying in [0, 2π) are distributed uniformly. The

chord orientation feature is binned into br bins and normal angle features are binned into bn bins.

This histogram results in aN = bl×br×bn×bn length shape descriptor at scale sf . The procedure
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FIGURE 3.6. Chordiogram Descriptor.

to generate chordiogram descriptor is shown in Algorithm 1.

The input of the algorithm is an input image. First, we convert image to binary image and

extract its 8-connected components (Algorithm lines 3,4). After finding the location where a pixel

has value 1, we calculate normal at each boundary pixel (Algorithm lines 6,7). The procedure to

calculate the normal is given in Algorithm 2. After this, we extract chordiogram features as length,

angle, and normal histograms (Algorithm lines 8). The feature extraction mechanism is given in

Algorithm 3 and explained in detail further. Finally, if the normalize flag is on we normalize the

histogram to achieve scale invariance (Algorithm lines 9-14).

The chordiogram feature generation algorithm takes an array of indexes of pixel value

1, normal values X and Y, number of rows, and columns of the index array. We first find the

scale which is required to normalize the chord length. The scale determines bin width of length

17



Length Features

shape (a) shape (b) shape (c)

FIGURE 3.7. Chordiogram descriptor for different shapes.

histogram. We also determine bin width of angle histograms such as angle of the chord and

normal angles (Algorithm lines 8-10). We iterate through all the array elements of index array

and calculate chordiogram features. Length is calculated by applying the Pythagoras theorem as

length2 = width2 + height2. Angles are determined by the slope of a line. After this, we cre-

ate bins for all these features and increment the value of the bin for respective histograms. These

histograms are final output of this function (Algorithm lines 11-40).

The chord features describes the complete geometry of the chord and thus, the chordiogram

captures various shape properties. The chord length and orientation capture global coarse shape

properties shown in Figure 3.7. On the other hand, normal angle captures fine-grain information

shown in Figure 3.7.

Toshev, et al. [36] also described properties of chordiogram as a shape descriptor and also
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(a) Vase (b) Face

FIGURE 3.8. Chordiogram Properties.

motivates its holistic nature.

• Figure Organization

A chordiogram captures the shape orientation relative to the object interior. Boundary

normal orientation also captures different interpretations of a contour which is shown in

figure 3.8. Moreover, it can better discriminate between concave and convex structures

which is not distinguishable otherwise.

• Gestaltism

This descriptor is global since it takes into account chords of all lengths. Hence, we

capture short and long range geometric relations. This descriptor captures each object

part in the context of whole object.

The chordiogram descriptor is invariant to geometric transformations. Moreover, we do not

consider absolute location of chords which makes the descriptor translation invariant. However, the

chord length features makes the descriptor scale invariant. Similarly, the chord orientation feature

prevents the descriptor from being rotation invariant. In this paper, we construct a scale-invariant

descriptor with which to augment the chordiogram descriptor. The next section gives details.

3.3.2. Scale Invariance

To achieve scale invariance, we normalize length feature by sum and area and angle fea-

tures by sum. When we increase size of the shape, number of chord increases. Moreover, we
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Algorithm 4 Histogram normalization by sum and area
1: function NormalizeHistBySumAndArea(D,BinWidth)
2: NDE ← size(D); // Number of histogram bins.

3: FSum← sum(D); // Sum of histogram frequencies.

4: NHS ← φ; // the normalized histogram, initially empty.

5: for all e ∈ NDE do
6: NHSe ← De/(BinWidth ∗ FSum); // NHSe stores the normalized frequency for bin e

7: end for
8: return NHS.
9: end function

considered normalized length by scale factor sf . Now we have a histogram which differs only by

bin frequency from original shape histogram. That is we use histogram normalization.

Histogram normalization by sum and area - A general 2D histogram tessellates the

domain of the two variables by a collection P of non-overlapping polygons which are usually

rectangles or triangles. To each polygon p it assigns density i.e. probability frequency per unit area

computed as

density(p) = count within (p)/(total count× area) (3)

Count within (p)/total count estimates the probability p. When we divide it by area, we

get the density. The procedure to obtain the normalized histogram by sum and area is shown in

Algorithm 4.

The input of the algorithm is a 1−D array containing histogram values and bin width. For

each histogram value, we normalize it by dividing the product of the sum of the histogram value

and bin width (Algorithm lines 5-7). Finally, normalized histogram is returned by the function.

Histogram normalization by sum - Probability p calculated usingCount within (P )/total count

is referred as histogram normalization by sum. The procedure to obtain a normalized histogram by

sum and area is shown in Algorithm 5.

The input of the algorithm is a 1 − D array containing histogram values. For each his-

togram value, we normalize by dividing the sum of the histogram value (Algorithm lines 5-7) and

normalized histogram returned by the function.
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Algorithm 5 Histogram normalization by sum
1: function NormalizeHistBySum(D)
2: NDE ← size(D); // Number of histogram bins.

3: FSum← sum(D); // Sum of histogram frequencies.

4: NHS ← φ; // the normalized histogram, initially empty.

5: for all e ∈ NDE do
6: NHSe ← De/FSum; // NHSe stores the normalized frequency for bin e

7: end for
8: return NHS.
9: end function

3.3.3. Object Similarity

In this section, we describe the approach to recognize the shape from its descriptor from

the image (given a model shape as input to the system) from the image. For this, we used k-NN

and threshold value th. We have scale invariant chordiogram descriptor for CC shape in a given

image. We compute similarity between features extracted from model shape and shape extracted

from image. We apply k-NN and check against the threshold. If it is less than a threshold, then we

mark it as a matched object.
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CHAPTER 4

EVALUATION

4.1. Dataset

The proposed approach is evaluated on the ETHZ shape dataset [16, 18, 32]. First, the scale

invariance approach is examined on the MPEG-7 shape dataset part B [24] and then applied to the

ETHZ object dataset. The details of the datasets are given as follows.

MPEG-7 Shape dataset part B [24]: This dataset contains 1400 images with 70 shape

classes and each class contains 20 images. Figure 4.1 shows some examples from the dataset.

Note that the shapes from the same row belong to the same class. As can be seen from the figure,

some classes possess significantly different intra-class shape and hence, it is difficult to group

them in the same class using only the shape information. Hence, in such scenarios, we are unable

to recognize a shape using its nearest neighbors.

Apple

Bone

Bottle

FIGURE 4.1. Examples of images from MPEG-7 Shape dataset part B
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ETHZ Shape Classes [16, 18, 32]: This dataset contains 255 images of 5 different object

classes: 40 apple logos, 48 bottles, 87 giraffes, 48 mugs, and 32 swans. Object detection on this

dataset is highly challenging as the objects have varying scales. Additionally, the objects constitute

only a fraction of the total image area. Furthermore, there is substantial intra-class shape variation,

and many images are severely cluttered. Figure 4.2 shows some examples from the dataset.

Apple Logo

Bottle

Mug

Giraffe

Swan

FIGURE 4.2. Examples of images from ETHZ Shape dataset
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4.2. Experimental Design

The proposed approach “scale invariant object detection using chordiogram” is imple-

mented in MATLAB [27] and JAVA 8.0. For evaluation, 10-fold (stratified sampling) cross-

validation is used. At each cross-validation iteration, the dataset is divided into train and test

sets. Training sets consists of nine folds, and the test set consists of the remaining folds. Stratified

sampling ensures that train and test maintain the ratio of the objects in the dataset. k-NN is used

with various parameter values for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 10} where k denotes the number of similar ob-

jects considered for object identification. The performance of the proposed system is measured in

terms of precision, recall, F-measure and accuracy of the system.

Accuracy is given by TP+TN
TP+FP+FN+TN

where TP is true positive, TN is true negative, FP

is false positive and FN is false negative [2]. Recall gives the proportion of samples or records that

were classified as class x among all samples or records that truly belong to class x. It is calculated

as TP
TP+FN

. Precision is the proportion of the records which actually have class x among all those

records that were classified as class x. The F-measure or F1 score is a measure that takes into

account both precision and recall and is computed as 2×(Prec.)×(Rec.)
(Prec.)+(Rec.)

[1].

4.3. Experiments and Results

The proposed approach is evaluated on the datasets by comparing the results obtained be-

fore and after application of scale invariance method. Performance without using a scale invariance

is denoted as ”without normalization” and after using scale invariance is denoted as “with normal-

ization”. The aim is to obtain similar results with and without scale invariance. Different scale

factors sf ∈ {1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5} have also been used to evaluate the approach. The following

section elaborates on the experiment conducted on each dataset.

4.3.1. Object Detection on Silhouette With and Without Scale Invariance

First, the approach was evaluated on the MPEG-7 Shape dataset part B to identify the

object class for the test shape images from the training dataset. The purpose of using this dataset

is to detect objects using a predetermined shape thereby avoiding errors generated by the shape

extraction module (refer Section 3.2.3).
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The experiments are evaluated using 10-fold cross validation. The object class is predicted

for the images in the test set using different values for parameter k for both settings “with normal-

ization” and “without normalization”. For this experiment, a subset of 38 object classes sampled

from the MPEG-7 shape dataset is considered. Figure 4.3 shows the performance obtained for

k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 10} before and after applying scale invariance. As can be seen from the figure, both

settings result in a similar performance. For k ∈ {1, 3}, comparable performance is achieved and

hence these values are used for the next set of experiments.

Number of images
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

F
-m

e
a
s
u
re

0.72

0.74

0.76

0.78

0.8

0.82

0.84

0.86

With Normalization

Without Normalization

FIGURE 4.3. Averaged F-measure obtained using both setting with and without
normalization to identify objects by varying k values.

Table 4.1 shows the performance (Precision, Recall, F-measure, Accuracy) details obtained

using k ∈ {1, 3}. As can be seed from the table, comparable performance is achieved when both

the settings are compared.

Next, performance obtained using “normalization” on various scale factors as sf ∈ {1.0, 1.5, 2, 2.5}

and k ∈ {1, 3} is compared. Table 4.2 shows the performance details. It can be seen that even

for substantial change in the scale, little change in the performance is noticed. Thus, the results

support the claim that scale invariance is achieved with our definition of chordiogram descriptor.
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k Accuracy F-measure Precision Recall

With Normalization

1 86.18% 0.854 0.853 0.854

3 82.27% 0.812 0.807 0.818

Without Normalization

1 86.87% 0.862 0.859 0.865

3 82.97% 0.819 0.816 0.823
TABLE 4.1. Results obtained for object class identification when k ∈ {1, 3}

sf Accuracy F-measure Precision Recall

k = 1

1.0 86.18% 0.853 0.854 0.854

1.5 86.04% 0.853 0.853 0.853

2.0 82.55% 0.816 0.815 0.815

2.5 84.50% 0.833 0.834 0.833

k = 3

1.0 82.27% 0.807 0.818 0.812

1.5 81.29% 0.796 0.805 0.801

2.0 79.91% 0.782 0.794 0.788

2.5 80.47% 0.791 0.797 0.794
TABLE 4.2. Results obtained for object class identification for scale factors sf ∈
{1, 1.5, 2, 2.5} and k ∈ {1, 3}

4.3.2. Object Detection on ETHZ Object Dataset With and Without Scale Invariance

In this section, the proposed approach is evaluated on natural images that exhibit clutter,

background, and multiple objects as given in the ETHZ dataset. In this experiment, the object

boundary is identified and the chordiogram features are compared with an input shape model. The

object with the most similar shape and having a similarity above a certain threshold is recognized

as the desired shape. The performance of object detection with and without “scale invariance” is

compared when: 1) All images of all object classes are considered; 2) All images of the model

shape class only are considered.

In the first case, model shapes are considered of all 5 object classes and tested on all object
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Scale Invariant Accuracy F-measure Precision Recall

Bottle

No 73.33% 0.756 0.803 0.733

Yes 63.92% 0.678 0.779 0.639

Apple Logo

No 47.45% 0.540 0.750 0.475

Yes 43.92% 0.485 0.843 0.439

Mug

No 47.45% 0.523 0.734 0.475

Yes 43.14% 0.477 0.718 0.431

Swan

No 47.45% 0.550 0.828 0.475

Yes 50.20% 0.575 0.848 0.502

Giraffe

No 64.72% 0.694 0.657 0.751

Yes 60.0% 0.653 0.613 0.710
TABLE 4.3. Results obtained for all object classes and tested on all object images

images. Table 4.3 shows performance obtained for each class. As can be seen, for almost all

shapes, similar performance is achieved in terms of F-measure, precision, and recall. However,

except for the Swan class, a decrease in accuracy is noticed when scale invariance is used. One

reason is that scale invariance results in shapes, smaller or larger than the model shape, to be

detected as the desired shape. Now, some of these shapes are noise or clutter produced due to

segmentation. This clutter and noise arises from the segmentation of other objects present in the

image. Similar clutter and noise are identified as false positives, and hence we get a decrease in

the accuracy. Another reason is that a relaxed threshold was provided to see how many desired

object images are actually detected. Figure 4.4 and 4.5 show examples of images for each class for

which the proposed method accurately detects the model shape when scale invariance was applied.

Whereas, when scale invariance is not applied, these desired shapes are not recognized in these

examples.
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Giraffe

Swan

Apple Logo

FIGURE 4.4. Examples for accurate prediction of desired shapes using scale in-
variance for shape classes Giraffe, Swan and Apple Logo
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Bottle

Mug

FIGURE 4.5. Examples for accurate prediction of desired shapes using scale in-
variance for shape classes Bottle and Mug

In the second case, i.e. when all images of the model shape class only are considered, model

shapes of all 5 object classes are considered and tested on their respective class images. Table 4.4

shows the performance obtained for each class before and after applying scale invariance. The

performance is measured as the ratio of the number of correctly recognized shape to all images of

the desired class. An increase in the performance for object classes “Apple logos”, “Mug”, and

“Swan” is observed and a comparable performance for object classes “Bottle”, and “Giraffe” is
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Class Scale-invariance #Correctly identified images #Total images Accuracy

Apple Logo No 14 40 0.35

Apple Logo Yes 34 40 0.85

Bottle No 30 48 0.625

Bottle Yes 29 48 0.604

Giraffe No 20 87 0.230

Giraffe Yes 18 87 0.207

Mug No 22 48 0.458

Mug Yes 26 48 0.542

Swans No 19 32 0.594

Swans Yes 25 32 0.781

TABLE 4.4. Results obtained for all object classes and tested on respective object
images

noticed. It can also be seen that the accuracy, irrespective of scale-invariance, is lower in case of

the “Giraffe” object class. This is because images of this class contain a lot of clutter like trees

and bushes among other objects. Moreover, the boundary of giraffe is occluded by boundaries of

some other objects and hence, it becomes difficult to identify the giraffe’s shape in natural images.

Next, the performance obtained using “normalization” on various scale factors, specifically, sf ∈

{1, 1.5, 2, 2.5} for all object classes is compared. In this experiment, the size of the input model

shape is varied while the scale factor of the object images is maintained. Table 4.5 shows the

performance details. From the table, it can be observed that the same performance is obtained

irrespective of the scale factor and hence, it can be said that the new form of the chordiogram

descriptor approach achieves scale invariance.
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sf #Correctly identified images #Total images Accuracy

Apple logos

1.0 34 40 0.85

1.5 34 40 0.85

2.0 34 40 0.85

2.5 34 40 0.85

Bottle

1.0 29 48 0.604

1.5 29 48 0.604

2.0 29 48 0.604

2.5 29 48 0.604

Giraffe

1.0 18 87 0.207

1.5 18 87 0.207

2.0 18 87 0.207

2.5 18 87 0.207

Mugs

1.0 26 48 0.542

1.5 26 48 0.542

2.0 26 48 0.542

2.5 26 48 0.542

Swans

1.0 25 32 0.781

1.5 25 32 0.781

2.0 25 32 0.781

2.5 25 32 0.781
TABLE 4.5. Results obtained for object class identification for scale factors sf =
1, 1.5, 2, 2.5.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

In this work, we proposed an approach to a scale-invariant object detection using chordio-

gram descriptor. Our approach uses superpixel segmentation and perceptual grouping for segment-

ing the object shape. Later we extract connected components to analyze each shape individually.

We obtain shape features for both input model shape and shapes from the test images to identify the

desired shape using cosine similarity. Finally, histogram normalization techniques achieve scale

invariance.

Our results on silhouettes show that given the shape of the object, we achieve comparable

performance before and after applying scale invariance. We also show that even if we change scale

of the test images and keep the original scale for train images, we get the similar performance on

all scale factors.

We also show experiments on natural images which contain many objects and clutter gen-

erated from the background. Even though it is hard to find objects in such images, our experiments

show that we can improve performance by applying scale invariance. We conduct experiments

for all object classes from ETHZ object dataset. Our experiments also show that we achieve scale

invariance for these images as well.

In future work, it would be interesting to explore other scale invariance methods and incor-

porate in the approach. Moreover, we can derive methods to extract appropriate object boundary in

the complex images which will improve the accuracy of the system. Another interesting direction

would be to identify noise before applying feature extraction to reduce the false positives generated

from the clutter. Additionally, the proposed approach can be applied in various applications such

as content-based image retrieval, contraband searching from X-ray or millimetre-wave images,

optical character recognition, hand-written character recognition, logo detection etc.
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